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Recent Examples on the Web. The Canadian strategy is to establish a beachhead in the
medical-marijuana market in other countries, which can be exploited if recreational pot
becomes legal. — The Economist, "Canada’s cannabis firms plot world domination," 5 July
Still, the Americans would win the beachhead by the end of the day.
2. A first achievement that opens the way for further developments; a foothold: "It is not yet
clear whether the ecologists will establish a beachhead in the economists' . A beachhead is a
temporary line created when a military unit reaches a landing beach by sea and begins to
defend the area while other reinforcements help out until a unit large enough to begin
advancing has arrived. The term is sometimes used interchangeably (both correctly and
incorrectly) with bridgehead and bongodogdesigns.comeads were very important in operations
such as Operation Neptune. noun. the area that is the first objective of a military force landing
on an enemy shore. a secure initial position that has been gained and can be used for further
advancement; foothold: The company has won a beachhead in the personal computer market.
You’ve got to secure and manage a wide range of company and employee owned laptops,
phones and tablets. Good news; it’s an easy problem to solve! Feb 05, · Directed by Stuart
Heisler. With Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy, Mary Murphy, Eduard Franz. In , in the wake of
the Allied amphibious landing on the Japanese held Bougainville Island, four Marines are sent
to scout the location of Japanese minefields/10().
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